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Abstract
Background: Warfarin has been the mainstay oral anticoagulant agent for the last several decades despite its
narrow therapeutic index. It is critical for health professionals to have better knowledge and understanding on oral
anticoagulant management and on how to give counseling for patients on this therapy. This study assessed
healthcare professionals’ knowledge and counseling practice on warfarin therapy at Tikur Anbessa Specialized
Hospital (TASH).
Methods: Cross sectional study design which included 164 pharmacists and physicians was conducted at TASH
by using questionnaire on knowledge and counseling practice about warfarin therapy. The data was analysed with
SPSS and the differences between groups were compared using one-way ANOVA followed by tukey’s post-hoc test.
Results: Out of 15 questions the mean total score was 9.98 (SD=1.67). Among study participants, there was no
one who gave correct answers to all questions. The total score of the overall test were (9.45+1.63) by pharmacists,
(10.06+1.49) by interns and (10.35+1.77) by residents. The overall residents score significantly higher (p<0.05) than
pharmacists but was not significant (p=0.696) with interns. In their counseling practice, 61.6% and 29.3% of study
participants responded as they provide counseling services for all and only for new patients who are on warfarin
respectively. In sufficient time and poor counseling environment predominantly affect 54.3% and 32.9% of study
participants’ counseling service on warfarin therapy respectively.
Conclusion: The knowledge of health care professionals regarding warfarin was inadequate. The study
participants had different experience on providing counseling for patients on warfarin.
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Introduction
Warfarin has been the mainstay oral anticoagulant agent for the last
several decades despite its narrow therapeutic index [1]. It has become
a successful agent for the medical management of thromboembolic
diseases such as atrial fibrillation, mechanical heart valve replacement,
deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, and valvular heart
disease, among others. This has led to a dramatic increase in the
number of patients receiving warfarin therapy [2]. The anticoagulant
effect of warfarin results from the inhibition of the vitamin K
dependent post-translational carboxylation of glutamate residues on
the N-terminal regions of coagulation factors II, VII, IX and X by
inhibiting the conversion of vitamin 2, 3 epoxide to reduced vitamin K
and also it inhibits synthesis of anticoagulant proteins C, S and Z
(potential procoagulant effects) [3,4]. Pharmacokinetic drug
interactions with warfarin are primarily as result of alterations in
hepatic metabolism or binding to plasma proteins. Drugs that inhibit
or induce the CYP2C9, CYP1A2, and CYP3A4 isoenzymes have the
greatest potential to significantly alter the response to warfarin therapy
[5]. Foods which have high concentration of vitamin K including green
leafy vegetables, green tea and chewing tobacco all decrease
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anticoagulation effect of warfarin; and their intake should be constant
and limited [6].
Deficiencies in the knowledge of warfarin-food and drug
interactions could result in inappropriate patient counseling,
disruptions in warfarin anticoagulant outcomes that may result in
bleeds or clots and adverse medical consequences [7,8]. Thus, it is
critical for health professionals to have better knowledge and
understanding on oral anticoagulant management, warfarin
monitoring parameters and its’ interaction and in case an
anticoagulated patient presents for an emergency medical treatment
[9].
Common causes of errors with anticoagulants and serious
complication as severe as hemorrhage and even death are due to
knowledge deficits, failure to follow guidelines and communication
issues [9,10]. A lack of knowledge and skills among healthcare
professionals providing anticoagulation services also contribute to
reluctance in advising patients on the risks and complication of
anticoagulant therapy [2]. One of the reasons for the patients’ lack of
knowledge concerning the disease process and the side-effects could be
poor counseling and ineffective way of information-delivered by
healthcare professionals [11].
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Effective anticoagulation therapy requires systematic and
coordinated patient care management by trained anticoagulation
therapy providers [12]. Most healthcare providers are confident that
they are well skilled in the practical aspects of management [13] but
the literature suggests that many undesirable effects of therapy result
from inappropriate management rather than patient non-compliance
or other aberrations [8,13]. Other study also justified the inadequacy of
antimicrobial warfarin interaction knowledge as it showed high
incidence of co-prescribing, which carry excess bleeding risk [14].
Counseling patients with respect to their anticoagulant treatment is
vital and significantly improves patient‘s knowledge and quality of
anticoagulation [15]. Healthcare providers should counsel patients on
need for frequent INR monitoring, common sign and symptoms of
adverse drug events, precautionary measures to decrease trauma or
bleeding, what to do if they miss dose(s), about potential drugs,
herbals, food (vitamin K enrich diet) and alcohol interaction is also
essential for better therapeutic outcome [1].
The time and resource constraints of healthcare providers have the
potential impact upon the availability and the quality of education
provided. Sufficient time between the patients and the health care
providers in the clinic is essential to reveal and solve therapy related
problems. However, busy clinics may not allow time for proper
counseling [16]. In addition, communication challenges may also be
one of the foremost barriers to delivering optimal anticoagulation
management in settings.

Materials and Methods
The study was carried out at Tikur Anbessa Specialized Hospital
(TASH) (A Tertiary Care Teaching Hospital) located at Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. TASH is selected for this study as it is the main center in the
country in which warfarin is prescribed and dispensed to different
patients which have or at risk of developing thromboembolism by wide
range of health care providers. A cross-sectional survey was conducted,
from April 20th to May 4th 2015, at TASH. Both quantitative and
qualitative methods were employed in the data collection process using
self-administered questionnaires completed by physicians and
pharmacists who were working in the Internal and Emergency
Medicine Departments and all Pharmacy Services of the hospital.
All physicians who were working different emergency and internal
medicine departments and all pharmacists who were engaged in the
different pharmacy units of TASH at time of data collection were
considered to be eligible for this study. All other healthcare
professionals and all other physicians who were working in other
departments of TASH were excluded as they have minimum role in
managing patients who need warfarin therapy. The required sample
size was calculated by using a single population proportion formula
and adjustment was made to the sample since the size of source
population was less than 10,000 (N=285 during study period) and
accordingly, 164 were enrolled in our study.
A structured self-administered questionnaire was used which was
prepared based on evidence from different literatures to assess the
knowledge of pharmacists and physicians and counseling practice
about warfarin therapy. Each questionnaire contains 24 questions
which were divided into three sections. The first section consisted of
(study participants’ socio-demographic questions), second section
(composed of 15 questions which ask knowledge on different area of
warfarin therapy). Among the total questions 6 of them were
developed from different guidelines and literatures [4,17]. The
remaining were adapted from standard patients’ oral anticoagulant
knowledge questionnaires [16,18,19] and modified as it can be suitable
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for health care professionals. The third section (assessment of
counselling practice of healthcare professionals for patients on
warfarin therapy and they were developed from published studies
[20,21]. Data was collected by three volunteer pharmacists after pretested in 5% of study population to check for its clarity, simplicity,
understand ability and coherency. Data were entered and analysed
using SPSS version 16. Descriptive statistics including frequency, mean
and standard deviation, percentage, mean score were used to
summarize participants’ socio-demographic data and to evaluate the
study participants’ knowledge regarding warfarin therapy. Multi
factorial Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to compare
responses of the different groups on their level of knowledge. Ethical
clearance was obtained from the ethics review committee of School of
Pharmacy, College of Health Sciences, Addis Ababa University and
formal letter was written to the heads of Internal and emergency
medicine department and Director of pharmacy services. Participants
of the study were asked for providing consent before participating in
the study.

Results
Socio-demographic characteristics of the study participants
In this study, 185 pharmacists and physicians were approached for
self-administered questionnaires. Out of these, 171 retuned completed
questionnaire during the enrolment period of which seven were
incomplete and excluded from the analysis. Finally, 164 healthcare
professionals were included for analysis and socio demographic profile
Table 1: Socio-demographic profile of healthcare professionals
responded to questionnaire at TASH, 2015 (N=164).
Socio-demographic Profile
Sex

Age(Years)

Total Year(s) of experience

Current working department

N (%)

Male

117 (71.3)

Female

47 (28.7)

23-30

149 (90.9)

31-40

12 (7.3)

>40

3 (1.8)

Pharmacist (clinical)

28 (17.1)

Pharmacist

29 (17.7)

Internal medicine resident

54 (32.9)

Emergency medicine resident

15 (9.1)

Others*

5 (3)

<1

42 (25.6)

1-5

101 (61.6)

5-10

17 (10.4)

>10

4 (2.4)

Internal Medicine Department

99 (60.4)

Emergency Medicine
Department

32 (19.5)

OPD/Selling Pharmacy
Drug and Supply Management
Oncology Pharmacy Services
Others**

15 (9.1)
7 (4.3)
3 (1.8)
8 (4.9)

OPD: Outpatient Department, others* include General Practitioners, specialists
and consultants, and others** include Intensive Care Unit (ICU) pharmacy,
pediatrics clinical pharmacy and ward pharmacy
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of the study participants was shown in Table 1. Out of 164 participants
enrolled in the study, 71.3% were male and the mean age was
27.50+3.79.

Healthcare professionals’ knowledge about warfarin
Among 164 study participants, there was no one who gave correct
answers to all questions. The highest correct score obtained by more
than 90% of healthcare professionals were for questions asked on:
Pharmacological category of warfarin, condition for which patients
should go immediately to emergency room, INR value above the target
range interpretation and duration of warfarin treatment. The lowest
scores were for knowledge on target INR range for different warfarin
indications and question on drug which potentially increase warfarin
effect in which only 34 (20.7%) and 16 (9.8%) of our participants gave
correct answer respectively. In this study out of 15 questions the mean
total score was 9.98 (SD=1.67) (Table 2).
Table 2: Healthcare professionals knowledge about warfarin therapy
among those who were working at TASH, 2015 (N=164).
Questions Description

Correct
Incorrect
Answer N (%) Answer N (%)

1. Pharmacological category of warfarin

160 (97.6)

4 (2.4)

Study participants’ knowledge comparison on warfarin
Table 3 shows the total score (mean+SD) and the knowledge
comparison among pharmacists, interns and residents. Overall
residents showed significantly higher knowledge (p<0.05) than
pharmacists but not significantly (p=0.696) different with interns.
Table 3: Comparison of study participants’ knowledge on warfarin
among three groups.
Total score

Pharmacists
score (n=57)

Intern score
(n=33)

Resident score
(n=69)

Mean + SD

9.45+1.63

10.06+1.49

10.35+1.77

Mean score %

63%

67.1%

69%

p-value

Pharmacists vs.
interns

Residents vs.
interns

Residents vs.
Pharmacists

0.227

0.696

0.009

p value<0.05 is significant, vs.: versus

Healthcare providers’ counselling practice on warfarin
therapy
As described on Table 4, among the total study participants, 101
(61.6%) and nearly 30% of them responded as they provide counselling
service for all patients on warfarin and only for new patients who are
going to start warfarin therapy o, respectively.

2. Best time of the day to take warfarin for 116 (70.1)
patients

48 (29.9)

3. When should the patient go directly to 153 (93.3)
emergency room?

11 (6.7)

4. What action should be taken if a patient 135 (82.3)
missed dose?

29 (17.7)

5. Which is not major risk factor for warfarin 107 (65.2)
bleeding complications?

57 (34.8)

6. INR checking frequency after stable dose of 88 (53.7)
warfarin

76 (46.3)

7. Target INR mismatches with the indication of 34 (20.7)
warfarin

130 (79.3)

4. I didn’t counsel because I assume someone did/will provide 3(1.8)
counselling

8. INR value
Interpretation

15 (9.1)

5. I didn’t counsel because of work load

9. Effect of eating large amount of leafy green 124 (75.6)
vegetables on warfarin

40 (24.4)

The percentage couldn’t add up to hundred as one might choose more than one
options

10. Drug which potentially increase warfarin 16 (9.8)
effect

148 (90.2)

Condition affecting healthcare professionals’ counselling
practice on warfarin therapy

11. Effect of chronic alcohol consumption on 63 (38.4)
warfarin

101 (61.6)

12. Duration of warfarin therapy after initiation

8 (4.9)

When asked about situation that could affect their counselling
practices, the participants stated that among the listed, insufficient
time to counsel, poor counselling environment predominantly affect
54.3% and 32.9% of study participants respectively. Language barrier
(21.3%), lack of counselling aids (7.9%), lack of enough knowledge on
warfarin (7.3%) and poor counselling (4.9%) were mentioned by
respondents as other reasons which influence their counselling
practice for patients on warfarin in the studied hospital.

above

the

goal

range 149 (90.9)

156 (95.1)

13. Drug which potentially decrease warfarin 110 (67.1)
effect

54 (32.9)

14. Reversal of excessive bleeding with INR> 91 (55.5)
5

73 (44.5)

15. Risky activity for patients while taking 135 (82.3)
warfarin

29 (17.7)
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Table 4: Healthcare professionals’ counselling practice for patients who
are taking warfarin therapy in TASH, 2015 (N=164).
Counselling Practice

N (%)

1. I provide counselling only for patient who requested me

8(4.9)

2. I provide counselling only for new patients

48(29.30

3. I provide counselling for all patients

101(61.6)

7(4.3)

Concerning the open ended question (counselling tips for patients
receiving warfarin) only 91 (55.5%) of the respondents mentioned
their counselling tips to be given for patients who need warfarin
therapy. Out of these, most of the respondents stated that informing
patients their disease condition, importance of INR regular monitoring
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and possible side effects of warfarin are among counselling tips to be
provided to the patients. Some of them mentioned as they will tell their
patients about interaction between warfarin and (vitamin K containing
foods, drug and alcohol); and importance of adherence to their
treatment.
On question asked about health care professionals perception on the
adequacy of current counselling practice on warfarin and their
recommendation in case of inadequacy, only less than half (47.5%) of
study participants gave their opinion. Accordingly, the various ways to
improve awareness/counselling regarding warfarin therapy suggested
were: giving up-to-date trainings for health professionals, proper
facilitation of counselling room, creating better communication
mechanisms between counsellors and patients and improving
awareness about the disease.

Discussion
This study was undertaken to identify healthcare professionals’’
knowledge and areas which have knowledge gaps about warfarin
among healthcare professionals. Furthermore, it was also tried in this
study to assess healthcare professionals counselling practice and
conditions which could affect their counselling service for patients
receiving warfarin at TASH.
Experts recommended that patients who are receiving warfarin
therapy should limit their daily variations in vitamin K consumption,
as increased intake can precipitate abnormal clotting and/or warfarinresistance [22,23]. Previous studies reported that as there was
knowledge gap of the healthcare team with regard to warfarin-nutrient
interactions which can lead to disruption in anticoagulant outcomes
[8,24,25]. The finding of our study also showed that only 75.6% of the
respondents answered correctly on the effect of taking large amount of
leafy green vegetables (which are enrich with vitamin K), on warfarin.
82.3% of study participants answered correctly as the patients should
only take the next scheduled dose on the knowledge assessment
questionnaire. Patients should take their missed warfarin dose as soon
as they remembered but, they should not take if it has been more not
the same day (>12 h) since missed dose [26].
One of the challenges in warfarin therapy is to obtain stable
therapeutic outcome as it potentially interacts with a lot of drug which
could increase or decrease warfarin effect if patients received them
with warfarin. In our study, on two questions asked on drugs
potentially interact with warfarin, 9.8% and 67.1% of study
participants gave correct answers as cimetidine increases and
carbamazepine decreases warfarin effect respectively. However, in this
study it is difficult to conclude their overall knowledge on warfarin
drug interaction because only two questions were provided even
though warfarin interacts with different drugs [4,27,28]. Anyways,
physicians and pharmacists should give special attention when
prescribing and dispensing warfarin together with other drugs.
Regarding alcohol and warfarin interaction, only 38.4% of our
responders knew that being chronic consumer of alcohol decrease the
effect of warfarin [4].
As America College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) guideline
explained, optimal therapeutic INR range and duration of
anticoagulation therapy varies with patient health status and disease
condition [4]. Our study participants had good knowledge on ‘the risk
of the INR value reading above the target range’, as 90.9% of them
replied correctly these patients are at increased risk of bleeding from
their warfarin therapy. However, their overall response to the question
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asked on target INR for different indications of warfarin was not
adequate as correct answer was obtained by only 20.7% health care
professionals. ACCP and British Society of Hematology guidelines
recommend the correct target INR ranges that should be for all
warfarin indications [4,29]. The clinicians should have better
knowledge on this area as the therapeutic INR is narrow and related
directly to the adequacy of the therapeutic control.
On present study 55% of pharmacists and physicians provided
correct answer regarding action to be taken if patients on warfarin
developed major bleeding with immediate determined INR>5 come to
emergency room of the hospital. The result was similar with study
done on emergency room doctors’ knowledge about oral
anticoagulants and its management by Borlina et al. which showed half
of them answered correctly [9] omitting 1-2 dose of warfarin and
providing vitamin K and fresh frozen plasma [30,31] is the correct
answer. This question was delivered to all of study participants
irrespective of their profession as pharmacists who are involved in
dispensing and clinical pharmacy services in the hospital should know
where to refer these patients and what types of information they
should provide to the patients before they reach to emergency room. In
addition, they may have a role in preparing warfarin reversal drugs.
On this assessment only nearly above half of (53.7%) of the study
participants provided correct answer on ‘‘how often INR value should
be checked for new patients on stable dose of warfarin for two to three
weeks”. ACCP and American Heart Association recommended that
INR should be monitored at an interval of no longer than every four
weeks for new patients on stable dose of warfarin [4,32]. Regarding to
question asked on best time of the day to take warfarin, 70.7% of our
responders gave correct answer. Even though it can be taken at any
time, the best time of the day to take daily warfarin dose is in the
evening [33] as most patients check their INR reading at morning i.e.,
to decrease the influence of drug on laboratory result if patients took it
before INR determination in the morning.
In general, when the overall mean score was compared between the
three groups (Table 3), relatively residents have better knowledge than
interns and pharmacists and significantly different (p=0.009) with
pharmacists but was not significant (p=0.696) with interns. The interns
fell between the pharmacists and residents; however, their knowledge
was not significantly different from either groups (p=0.696) and
(p=0.227). The difference is may be due to as the residents have better
clinical knowledge than other study groups and also the questions were
mainly based on the overall patients’ management. The knowledge
between groups showed residents have better score on warfarin-drug
interaction than other groups (interns and pharmacists). This finding
is contrasting to the previous study that revealed pharmacists scored
significantly higher on this part [34]. Those which are frequently
missed questions (target INR ranges for each indication, warfarin drug
interaction, warfarin reversal, INR monitoring frequency, effect alcohol
consumption on warfarin) indicate potential areas for improvement in
healthcare professionals’’ education.
Effective patient counselling/education regarding their medications
is an essential component of medication safety because it improves
patients’ knowledge of their disease and how to manage their drug
therapy [35,36]. It is difficult to be sure, what our participants said
about their counselling practice is truly what they do. However, 61% of
the respondents give counselling for all patients and 29.3% give only
for new ones. In the review it was found that provision of warfarin
education and information in hospital settings were inadequate [15].
On the other study, physicians explore their challenges on counselling
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practices including; constraint of time, language and cultural barriers,
guideline adherence and information overload for patients during
initial consultation [37]. Our respondents also raised time constrains,
language barrier and poor conducive environment as the main
counselling challenges which affect their daily counselling practice
regarding warfarin therapy. Quality of information given to patients by
physicians, sufficient time for counselling and health providers
communication skills are crucial points in improving education to
patients.
This study attempted to approach healthcare personnel who are
frequently prescribe and dispense warfarin for the patients in TASH.
However, the study has some limitations. The first challenge was some
study participants were reluctant to complete the questionnaire and it
limited our sample size. The second limitation was busy and
unmonitored environment, work load on healthcare professionals and
rotation based service in the hospital which limited the expected study
participants to be included in the survey and also contributed to
inconsistent data collection process. To solve this, we tried to collect
most of the data through different techniques like approaching them in
the morning sessions.

Conclusion and Recommendations
The knowledge of healthcare professionals regarding warfarin
therapy was inadequate at TASH especially on their knowledge on
target INR range for warfarin indications; and question on drug which
potentially increase warfarin effect. The time constraint of healthcare
professionals which have the potential impact on education/
counselling provision are real and often cited as a major barrier to
patient education in the busy treatment setting. Additional trainings
are essential to improve their knowledge on warfarin therapy which
could promote appropriate patient counselling and better therapeutic
outcomes. As recommendation, the pharmacy unit being with other
concerned departments in the hospital shall prepare counselling tips
that should be given to the patients on warfarin therapy.
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